What Is God Hoping For?
Intro
My cup of revelation or, at least, understanding continues to be full here. This
morning these two passages having to do with "desirability" came to me:
"He grew up before him like a tender shoot, and like a root out of dry ground. He
had no beauty or majesty to attract us to him, nothing in his appearance that we
should desire him." Isaiah 53:2 NIV
“I will send my messenger, who will prepare the way before me. Then suddenly the
Lord you are seeking will come to his temple; the messenger of the covenant, whom
you desire, will come,” says the LORD Almighty. Malachi 3:1 NIV
In the flesh, Jesus does not appear to be very desirable. It's pretty hard to beat the
cross where the expression of undesirability is concerned, and yet... and yet..."...
suddenly the desire of all nations shall come, and I will fill this house with glory,’
says the LORD Almighty," Haggai 2:7 KJV - "Christ in us, the hope of glory."
One of the things that I am dealing with in the moment are the thunder storms going
on in my mind. Let's call them "thought storms." They contain dark clouds, as well
as lightning flashes. None of them seem suitable for sharing with my closest love
ones. Because what our loved ones are struggling with is perhaps the greatest
concern contributing to our thought storms. I can't help but think that these things
are meant to be shared, however, but, in the moment, they seem more easily shared
with those who are not emotionally involved. So to share them with you guys is a
bit problematic for me. That said, here goes:
From one vantage point all of life can be seen as a biography of desirability. Early
on there is the up side as, everything else being equal, (yes, I know it seldom is) we
come into to full flower - the "coming of age," I think it's called. Then comes the
down side. Let's call it "creeping undesirability." Again, on the gender spectrum,
this involves everything from "attractiveness" on the female end to "competence"
on the male end. While I am well aware that details tend to blur this distinction,
there is so much money spent by females on the pursuit of attractiveness, that on
that count alone, the distinction is undeniable. On the other hand, while men don't
appreciate being ugly, their/our greatest struggle or insecurity lies elsewhere, and is
not so easy to identify as any particular industry, but perhaps fuels all industry.
With a terminal illness, or even the contemplation of terminal, comes a flash of
lightning out of the dark cloud that feels like the last straw where personal

undesirability is concerned.
Jesus knows this struggle - this storm. In a sense He sweat blood over it. "Never let
them see you sweat?" Apparently someone saw Him sweat, because they put it in
the Book. Perhaps their cat naps were fitful, and they woke up long enough or
enough to see some of what was happening in His contemplation of a very
undesirable event in His life.
So, here's the deal: it has to do with the desolate woman - that's not only what gives
birth to us where our flesh side is concerned, but it is also the end of us in the flesh.
More and more I have come to understand that our flesh is just not compatible with
either God or eternity. Early this morning I started a new blog subject,
(lovinglikegod.com) having to do with what God (the Creator) is/was hoping for
when He frustrated His own creation, Romans 8:20. (see the blog entry dated
February 20, 2011) We desperately need to discover what He is hoping for, because
it is the complete opposite of undesirability. It is our being begotten into
compatibility with The Father, The Son, and The Spirit.
Help us Lord to get that, so that our lives begin to reflect where you are taking us in
Your Son, and not so much where we have been in our flesh!

Here is the revelation:
Hebrews 11:1 tells us that “Faith is the substance of things hoped for…”
Hope is the raw material without which faith has nothing to work with – to make
substantial. Elsewhere we are told that this “… faith works by love…” (It doesn’t
work without love either.)
What I want to focus on here by way of introduction is the matter of hope. What are
you hoping for or more importantly, what is God hoping for? Wouldn’t it be nice if
we could all get on the same page as God where this matter of hope is concerned?
In the next day or so, I would like to take a look at hope from the vantage point of
Romans 8:20: “For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice,
but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope…”
What is God hoping for?
Why would The Creator frustrate His own creation?

Having frustrated it in hope, what was He hoping for?
Romans is careful to tell us that neither the creation nor created things were
responsible for the frustration, but the Creator Himself.
When did this happen? What happened? Why?
Romans 8:24 asks the question, “Who hopes for what they already have?”
To frustrate a creation, one must first have a creation, so the creation must have
already been created at the time it was subjected to frustration. It must have been
before “the fall.” The frustration was already in the garden before “the fall,” and
was a contributing factor leading to “the fall.”
What was God hoping for, which is to say, What was it He did not already have?
Why did He neglect to create what He was hoping for? Was it an oversight on The
Creator’s part? We think not. It could only be there must have been something The
Creator could not create – something He was hoping for that frustration could
facilitate.
Here are a few of many verses we could have chosen to help us find the answer:
“This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into the
world that we might live through him.” 1 John 4:9 NIV
“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God. He was with God in the beginning.“ John 1:1, 2 NIV
“For those God foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his
Son, that he might be the firstborn among many brothers and sisters.“ Romans
8:29 NIV
“The promises were spoken to Abraham and to his seed. Scripture does not say
“and to seeds,” meaning many people, but “and to your seed,” [Gen. 12:7; 13:15;
24:7] meaning one person, who is Christ.“ Galatians 3:16
Speaking of His own death, Jesus said: “Very truly I tell you, unless a kernel of
wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it
produces many seeds.“ John 12:24 NIV

As I understand it, The Creator subjected His own creation to frustration, because
He was hoping for something that could not be done by “mere” creation.
As I understand it, The Creator was after divine reproduction. That reproduction
would be necessary to produce, many sons of God, Many brothers for His Son, and
the glorious liberty of the children of God. Glorious liberty is the fruit of the
salvation package, (“being saved by His life” Romans 5:10). With this new heart,
we are able to do anything our hearts desire. How FREE IS THAT?!?!?!?!!!
That is Gloriously FREE!!!!
In the image of that, he created the first Adam male and female. I think I should
also note that “male and female” was for image purposes, and old creation
reproduction only. Image is not yet reality. The reality that is only found in Christ is
“neither… male nor female..,” Galatians 3:28.
By the end of the 6th day, the woman was still in Adam. The woman had not been
removed yet. What is needed to understand this is not theology, but a basic
understanding of the facts of life – “the birds and the bees.” Reproduction requires,
a father, a mother, a seed – egg, and chemistry. The “Us” that said, “…let us
make,” and subsequently subjected to frustration what He/“Us” said, that same
“Us” contained the Father, the Seed, and the Chemistry, (The Spirit) – “Trinity,”
but there was not yet any woman – no human mother. (As I understand it, like the
rest of the first Adam, she was only a “created” mother, not a “begotten” mother.
Problem is, “created things shake,” Hebrews 12:27. Things begotten of Christ, The
New Creation, don’t shake, John 8:35.
For The Creator to get what He was after, the woman had to be removed from the
first Adam, and that removal subjected the whole creation to frustration. They were
still in the garden after she was taken out, but they were now “less than” they had
been at the end of the sixth day, when their unity was perfect, even intercellular, so
to speak, (a union so perfect, so complete, that no words were necessary their first
evening of the first day they entered into God’s rest). Remember God called it all
“very good” at the close of the sixth day.
The perfect union would not have been vulnerable to the lie, certainly not as
vulnerable, but the frustration that comes from being “less than” is very vulnerable
to the lie, and sure enough, they both “bought the lie,” (swallowed it) and were cast
out of the garden. “Less than” people make bad choices. Romans 8 is talking to
“more than” people, Romans 8:37.

Not to worry, Plan “A” was still good. It included the frustration, and in due time
the woman would be put back into another Adam, “the last Adam,” (1 Corinthians
15:45-49) even Christ, There would be reproduction, divine reproduction, because
He would also be put into her. The Seed required for that to happen would have to
wait until Christ was cast into the ground to die, rise from the dead, deliver to the
Father what The Father needed in order to keep His promise, and fulfill His hope,
the hope that He had from the beginning.
The reproduction began on the day of Pentecost, when a new generation, (one
requiring the frustration of the old) would begin to reproduce. (Please be assured
that I am not saying that everyone “born of woman” prior to the availability of this
Seed was or is hopelessly lost. While Jesus said that the greatest of the Old
Testament saints was less than the least in The Kingdom of God, I do believe that
there is room in the economy of God to fix that problem for people like John the
Baptist, and Moses, and the others so well typified in Hebrews, Chapter Eleven.
Before moving on, I need to address what is quite possibly another widely held
misunderstanding: the assumed loneliness of the first Adam prior to the removal of
the woman. If she was in the first Adam before she was removed – taken out of the
first Adam, then how lonely could he have been? In John 17 Jesus prayed that we
would be one as he and the Father had been one before the world began. That also
doesn’t sound very lonely to me. To break the essential oneness of the first Adam,
so that one flesh now required interactive plumbing rather than intercellular
intimacy, looks to me to be the defining moment of the frustration of the creation,
rather than an improvement in the first Adam’s situation.
This suggests another look at the phrase: “It is not good that the man should be
alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.” Perhaps it was not good from the
vantage point of what God was hoping for, and not due to the first Adam’s
loneliness… UNLESS… the loneliness was designed to reveal the heart of the
Godhead. A case could be made that God was lonely before the foundation of the
world, and wanted more than only one Son. That would be another matter. What
troubles me here is the preoccupation with male/female plumbing as the highest
expression of “one flesh.” (The cause of leaving and cleaving and one fleshing was
the fact that in the beginning God had made them one – she was in the first Adam,
Mathew 19:3-8). That is also where we see her again in the “last Adam,” (Romans
7:4). It may well have been that it “wasn’t good,” because God needed a woman
for reproductive purposes, and that reproduction, ultimately His own, Isaiah 54:1,
Galatians 4:26, 27.

Our Everlasting Father wants begotten children, not created ones. As I have come to
understand Romans 8:20, this is what the Creator was hoping for in the frustration
of His own creation. The result is that the whole creation is groaning waiting for the
revelation of the glorious liberty of His begotten children. The righteousness of God
tells me that for this to happen, God needed a woman, even a wife. In short God is
hoping for an intimacy in an expanded God head that includes us, and that makes
leaving, cleaving and one fleshing pale by comparison.
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